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Geo-political and economic developments worldwide, including protectionist measures 
in key markets and new regulatory challenges, are increasing the complexities of doing 
business globally.

This interactive forum will provide the opportunity to hear from business and industry 
leaders about the challenges they are facing, and how they are overcoming key complexities 
to minimise risks and maximise opportunities.

A panel of business leaders and Baker McKenzie partners will then share insights about 
emerging regional and global opportunities and how to manage the related risks, before we 
explore specific topics in more detail through our breakout streams.

Attendees will also hear about the findings from a report series we have produced with 
Acuris (formerly Mergermarket), which provides insights from more than 150 senior business
leaders from across Asia Pacific, examining and breaking down the key challenges and 
complexities they face when doing business across the region and beyond and providing 
insightful and commercial solutions to respond to them. 

Simplifying Business in a Complex World
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PROGRAM

1:30 to 2:00 Arrival and registration

2:00 to 2:20 Welcome remarks

2:20 to 3:00 Keynote debate – live streamed
Hosted from Hong Kong by a leading Reuters editor, and with senior journalists live streamed in from 
major global money centres including London and New York, this debate will cover key economic and 
industry trends worldwide, and provide insights into the outlook for 2018 in China, Asia, and globally.

3:00 to 3:20 Key complexities facing business in Asia 
We will share the findings of our Simplifying Business in a Complex World report series – including insights 
from 150 business leaders on the complexities facing their business and insightful and commercial solutions 
to respond to them.

3:20 to 4:00 Plenary panel: How business is responding to complexities
Business leaders and Baker McKenzie partners will discuss these complexities in more detail and share some 
practical solutions that can help you maximise opportunities and protect your business.

4:00 to 4:30 Afternoon tea

4:30 to 6:00 Breakout streams (refer to the next page for details)
Stream 1: Transformation in the Age of Digital Innovation: How can businesses respond to 

the complexities Digital Innovation brings and gain competitive advantage?
Stream 2: China’s Belt and Road Initiative: Where are the opportunities? How can businesses protect 

and maximise investments and respond to other key challenges?

6:00 to 7:30 Client cocktail event
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BREAKOUT 1 

Transformation in the Age of Digital Innovation: 
How can businesses respond to the complexities Digital Innovation brings and gain competitive advantage?
• Digital Innovation and its transformational effect: strategy, operations, people
• Artificial Intelligence: ethics and liability considerations
• Big Data: Privacy, data rights and protection
• Digital Payments 

BREAKOUT 2 

China’s Belt and Road Initiative: 
Where are the opportunities? How can businesses protect and maximise investments and respond to other key 
challenges?
• BRI and its development
• Opportunities and challenges across Asia Pacific and worldwide
• Opportunities for specific industries
• The five to ten-year outlook
• Protecting and maximising investments
• M&A predictions, projects and finance
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Date:
Wednesday, 25 October

Time:
1:30 pm - 7:30 pm
including cocktails

Location:
Renaissance Harbour View Hotel 
Hongkong

Registration enquiries:
Cathie Chiu 
T: +852 2846 2528
cathie.chiu@bakermckenzie.com 

Content and agenda enquiries:
Kiran Sekhon
T: +6564342692
kiran.sekhon@bakermckenzie.com

This seminar is complimentary.

An application has been made for 3.5 Hong Kong CPD points with the Law Society of Hong Kong. Approved for 3.25 
California general CLE credit, 3.25 Illinois general CLE credit, 4.00 New York areas of professional practice CLE credit, 
and 3.25 Texas general CLE credit. Participants requesting CLE  for other states will receive Uniform CLE Certificates.

Baker & McKenzie LLP is a California and Illinois CLE approved provider. Baker & McKenzie LLP has been certified by 
the New York State CLE Board as an accredited provider in the state of New York for the period 12/12/15-12/11/18. 
This program may earn newly admitted New York attorneys credit under Areas of Professional Practice. Baker & 
McKenzie LLP is an accredited sponsor, approved by the State Bar of Texas, Committee on MCLE.

http://bakerxchange.com/s/27292185bfb7f902b33858464675dc98b56da2e9


www.bakermckenzie.com

Baker McKenzie helps clients overcome the 
challenges of competing in the global economy. 

We solve complex legal problems across borders and practice areas. 
Our unique culture, developed over 65 years, enables our 13,000 people 
to understand local markets and navigate multiple jurisdictions, working 
together as trusted colleagues and friends to instill confidence in our clients. 

©2017 Baker & McKenzie. Baker & McKenzie International is a global law firm with member law firms around 
the world. In accordance with the common terminology used in professional service organizations, reference  
to a “partner” means a person who is a partner or equivalent in such a law firm. Similarly, reference to an 
“office” means an office of any such law firm. 

This may qualify as “Attorney Advertising” requiring notice in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee 
similar outcomes.
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